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Flannel Winter Four All Seasons Quilt
Introducing Andover Fabrics new collection: Four All Seasons Winter Flannel by Kim Schaefer
Quilt designed by Jean Ann Wright
Quilt finishes: 59" x 69"
4 Pieced Blocks: 10" x 10"

Fabric Requirements
Yardage
Winter
Fabric A** appliqué circles
q yard
5290-K
Fabric B
border 5
1 yard
5334-K
Fabric C
blocks
w yard
5285-K
Fabric D
blocks
w yard
5286-R
Fabric E
borders 1 and 3
d yard
5287-C
Fabric F
border 2
d yard
5309-R
Fabric G*** border 4
2 yard
5289-C
Fabric H
blocks
4 yard
5292-R
Fabric I
blocks
4 yard
5288-G
Fabric J
blocks
4 yard
3135-L2
Fabric K
blocks
4 yard
3135-DY
Fabric L* binding
d yard
3135-K
*includes binding
** yardage must include 4 full rows of circle motifs
*** additional yardage needed for backing
Backing
3w yards 5289-C
also needed: 1-1/3 yard fusible web

Cutting Directions
Note: WOF designates the width of fabric from selvedge to
selvedge (approximately 42" wide). Border measurements
include 2" extra length. Before cutting, prepare fabric A for
fusible appliqué, following manufacturer’s directions for the
fusible web.
Fabric A

fussy-cut (20) different circle motifs

Fabric B

for border 5, (7) strips 42" x WOF, pieced and cut
to make:
(2) side borders 712" long and (2) top/bottom
borders 612" long

Fabric C for block frames: (10) strips 22" x WOF, cut into:
(20) 22" x 102" rectangles and (20) 22" x 62"
rectangles
Fabric D for block frames: (10) strips 22" x WOF, cut into:
(20) 22" x 102" rectangles and (20) 22" x 62"
rectangles
Fabric E
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for borders 1 and 3, (14) strips 12" x WOF,
pieced and cut to make:
(4) side borders side borders 712" long and
(4) top/bottom borders 612" long

Take the bite out of winter’s chill with cozy
flannel. Applique a fussy-cut motif – there is
plenty of variety in this lighthearted print, so
every one can be different – in the center of
each quick-to-piece block. Add borders and
you’ll be snuggling in no time.

Fabric F

for border 2, (7) strips 22" x WOF, pieced and
cut to make:
(2) side borders 712" long and (2) top/bottom
borders 612" long

Fabric G for border 4, (7) strips 2" x WOF, pieced and cut
to make:
(2) side borders 712" long and (2) top/bottom
borders 612" long
Fabric H (5) 72" x 72" squares
Fabric I

(5) 72" x 72" squares

Fabric J

(5) 72" x 72" squares

Fabric K (5) 72" x 72" squares
Fabric L

(7) strips 22" x WOF for binding

Backing

(2) panels 64" x WOF

Making the Quilt
1. Center a prepared, fussy-cut circle motif on an H square.
Following the instructions for your fusible web, fuse the
motif in place. Finish the raw edge with a wide zigzag
stitch. Press. Measuring from the center, trim the appliqued square to 62" x 62". Repeat with remaining circles
and H, I, J, and K squares.
2. Sew (2) 22" x 62" fabric D rectangles to the sides of an
appliqued and trimmed H square. Sew (2) 22" x 102"
fabric D rectangles to the top and bottom of the block.
Repeat to make 5 blocks with fabric H squares and 5
blocks with fabric I squares.
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3. In the same manner, make 5
blocks with fabric C
rectangles and fabric J
squares and 5 blocks with
fabric C rectangles and fabric
K squares.
4. Referring to the quilt
assembly diagram, arrange
the blocks as shown in five
rows of four blocks. Join the
blocks into rows. Join the
rows.
5. Referring to the quilt
assembly diagram and
matching centers and ends,
join (5) 712" side border
strips in numerical order,
pressing after each addition.
Repeat with the remaining
side border strips. Similarly,
join (5) 612" top/bottom
border strips in numerical
order. Repeat with the
remaining strips.

Finishing
7. Join the 2 backing panels along the long edges and trim to fit the quilt with a 4"
overlap. Layer the quilt top with batting and backing. Quilt in the ditch around the
block patches and along the borders. Quilt around the printed motifs in the outer
borders or as desired.
8. Join the binding strips end to end with diagonal seams. Bind to finish the quilt.
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6. Matching centers and
referring to the quilt assembly diagram for orientation,
sew a side border unit to a
side of the quilt, starting and
stopping stitching 4" away
from the edges of the quilt.
Repeat for the other side
border unit. Similarly, sew
the top and bottom border
units to the quilt. Matching
seams, miter the corners.
Trim excess fabric, leaving
4" seam allowance. Press.

Quilt Diagram
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Winter Flannel
Four All Seasons
by Kim Schaefer

AF-5285-K

AF-5290-K

AF-5334-K

All fabrics used in quilt pattern. Fabrics shown are 15% of actual size.

F3135-FL2

AF-5286-R

AF-5287-C

AF-5309-R

AF-5289-C

AF-5292-R

AF-5288-G

F3135-FDY
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